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note:different than HW, open subset of posits
ex.n

=1

prop: fix an integer 410, and a subsetUCIR"
↳

↳ >IR

the following are equivalent: S Jul [4] > IR

(a) U can be written as a union of open balls

n =2 H

recall:an open ball in IR" is a set of the form L
Ball (X, r) = =SycIR"s.t. dist(x,y) Sr3
ex. Ball (X,2) = 3
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⑰nta"in(b) x x = U, 7 vs 0 (rtIR) S.t. Ball (X,r) cy

for statement (a) to be equivalent to (b) means

19) => (b) and (b) =>(a)

defh:a subset UCIR" is called open if u satisfies either (a) or (b).

whether 4 is open depends on a

- 7
y

IR
open in IR 1R2 In

notopen in IR" b/c there is not a ball that could

fit in y

proof:(of prophets that (a)=> (b) and (b) =>(a)

WtS (b) =>(a) we assume (b) and show (9)

by (b), we know that *x, 7 ry >0 S.t. Ball (x, vx) U

claim: EnBall(x,rx) =y how to show sets are equal

they have the same elements

their subsets of each other ceasier way)



proof of claim:(HSCRHS

yeEyBall(x, vx) =>5 x 64 s.t.yeBall(X,rx)

So ye U

but by construction Ball (X,(x) CU

ineestart w/element in CHS,was it is in RHS

↑

RHSC LHS

fix x EU, then x =Bq11(X, vx ) H
you can pick anyx and make a Ball around

itthat is in U.

WtS (q) => (b)

by (a) we know there is some indexing set Aand a collection [IXx, VaBatA
S.t. U =EBall(Xa, Val

fix some Xt U WtS an rso, reIR, s.t. Ball (X,y) cU eby assumption, I some a set. xt Ball (Xx,va)
choose an v s.t. r+ dist(X,Xa) < VL
then Fye Ball (X, r)

distly,Xaldist(y,x)+distIX,Xal
Itriangle inequality)

<r +diSt(X,Xal

<Va

then ye Ball (X, Val i.e. Ball (X,r)cBall (Xx,Yal
Since Ball (Xx,va) CU, we conclude Ball (X,y) Cul

remark:the proof of this prop only involve a notation of distance

satisfying the 11,50 the prop must be true for any set w/
such structure



examples of open subsets:

·F integer 10, 0 CIR"
·IR"c IR"
O

"in
u=Ball(X, r) =Ball (X, r)

·

mutet

·


